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. the practical effectofthe BIWifenacted.

(For example, what arrangements, if any, would be permitted by the Billthat are not permitted
under the currentlegislation; whether the Bill would provide a means of regulating arrangements
that are currently informa, ;

Currently in Western Australia, a range of options are already available to local governments
forthe delivery of shared services and the achievement of common goals. These include
signing a partnership agreement, forming an association incorporated under the
Associatibns Inco!poratibn Act 1987, forming a Voluntary Regional Organisation of Councils
(VROC), or establishing a statutory Regional Local Government under the Local
Government Actf995

These existing models vary in terms of their characteristics and the purposes for which they
are used; the regulatory framework that applies; the flexibility that they can accommodate;
and their accountability and governance requirements. Groupings of local governments may
choose one or more models to achieve particular goals, depending on their specific
circumstances and objectives.

The attached Department of Local Government Discussion Paper, Regional Local
Government Entities Models for Regional Collaboratibn in Remote Areas, dated
March 2011, provides a summary of the key features of these available models; the
purposes for which they are most commonly used; and provides concrete examples of their
current usage. (!:!gt^: Some examples of usage of the various existing models are attached
as an Addendum on page 2 of these comments).

The Subsidiary Model proposed in this Bill aims to achieve purposes similar to those of two
existing models, VROCs, and statutory Regional Local Governments established under the
Local Government Act 1995. At the same time, it aims to address the perceived
shortcomings of those two models.

VROCs have had uneven success across the sector as they are informal, lack robustness
and have no legal status,

The Regional Local Government model, on the other hand, which is a body corporate, has
achieved demonstrable success, particularly in the field of waste management. However,
although the level of compliance of Regional Local Governments is somewhat reduced, they
are generally subject to allthe constraints, responsibilities and requirements that apply to a
local government under the Act. As a result, this model has been criticised within the sector
as being too regulated, too heavy in terms of compliance requirements and lacking in
flexibility, particularly in relation to borrowings and investments.

Additionally, membership of a Regional Councilis restricted to elected members from
participating local governments, which may limit this model's commercial effectiveness.
Further, accountability rests with the Regional Councilitself, not with the constituent
councils.

Under the terms of the Bill and its proposed regulations, a Regional Subsidiary, like a
Regional Council, would be a body corporate. However, it is understood that it is intended
that regulations would provide that a Regional Subsidiary would be closely directed and
supervised by, and would be accountable to, its constituent councils, which would be
ultimately liable for its activities.



Further, it is understood that it is intended that board membership pf persons external to
constituent councils would be accommodated in the proposed model. It is rioted, however,
that membership of the Regional Subsidiary itself, as described in section 3.69, clause 8 of
the Bill, restricts membership of the entity itselfto constituent councils only, with no provision
for membership of the entity by nori-council organisations, such as commercial entities.

It should be noted that another existing regional collaborative model, the formation of an
association incorporated under the Associatibns Incorporation Act 1987, also accommodates
external board membership.

Any necessary restrictions regarding borrowings and investments would be spelt out in the
individual Charter, rather than in the Act itself, and each Charter would be subject to the
Minister's approval.

The involvement of the Minister in the initial approval process will ensure that subsidiaries
are not established as an alternative to amalgamation, in circumstances where that option
would be more appropriate. Additionally, regulations or guidance notes could clarify that
Ministerial approval would not be granted where constituent councils are not able to
demonstrate sufficient capacity, governance and management of attendant risks. Also,
regulations could clarify that councils would need to demonstrate that appropriate community
consultation had taken place prior to taking a decision to apply to the Minister to establish a
subsidiary.

Addendum - Examples of usage of existing regional collaborative models
Partnershfy? agreements
Shenton Park Integrated Transport Plan
Kiinberley Fire Management Review
Accounting/Financial Services Agreement(City of Canning and Wiluna Shire)

Incorporated Associations
South West Corridor Development Foundation (Inc)
Peel Economic Development Unitlnc (PEDU)
Warren-Blackwood Strategic Alliance (Inc)

Regional Local Governments
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council
Pilbara Regional Council

Voluntary Regional Organisation of Councils (VROCs)
South East Avon Regional Organisation of Councils
Roe Regional Organisation of Councils
Goldfields Voluntary Regional Organisation of Councils
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. matters of trite, pret@tio" of IheBi!Ias drqj7edandom, technical isSIIes that arise.

For example, whether the Billprovides an effective mechanism for region@! subsidiqn^s to ope, ,ore OS a
sirbsidioiy of the establishing local governments;

As currently drafted, the Bill provides that regulations will deal with all essential matters
regarding the corporate status of subsidiaries, the approvals process for them, what their
charters should address, how they are to be governed and managed, provisions for their
winding up, and their reporting, auditing and planning requirements,

In contrast, the South Australian legislation, upon which this concept is based, includes
these essential provisions in a Schedule within the Act itself. Similarly, the Western
Australian legislation includes essential provisions about Regional Local Governments in the
body of the Act.

Also, should it be intended that regulations provide for external membership of the boards of
regional subsidiaries, it may be necessary to add a new head of power to the Act to
authorise this.

Should it be intended that all essential matters be dealt with by regulation, it is
recommended that thought be given to expanding the wording in section 3.69 (2) to
foreground some additional important points that would need to be included in the
regulation. These key points are not specifically mentioned in the current draft, for example:

. When and how an approved subsidiary comes into existence, and where the charter and
approval are to be published [these words could be added to section 3.69(2)(a)];

. How often constituent councils must review the charter of a regional subsidiary; the
procedure for advising the Minister of any amendment and how any such amendment
will be published;

. The words 'including provisions relating to membershjo of a board of management of a
regional subsidiary' could usefulIy be added at the end of section 3.69(2)(d);

. Provisions aboutliabilities incurred or assumed by a regional subsidiary;

. Provisions about protection from liability for board members of subsidiaries;

. Provisions about interest in companies on the part of a subsidiary (see section 3.60 of
the Local Government Act 1995);

. Provisions about a subsidiary's power of delegation;

. Matters to do with potential conflicts of interest by Board members who are also
councillors, and matter to do with disclosures by board members of subsidiaries. (It is
noted that the South Australian legislation includes two clauses specifically designed to
resolve potential conflicts of duty between an elected member's office as a member of a
council and his/her office as a member of the board of management of a subsidiary).



When?er Ihe Billsq6'iciently, distinguishes bentee" Ihe orrangeme"Is referred to inprqposedstibseciioi? 3.69(I)
and (4) - clawse 8 offhe Bill- gridbetwee" the arrangemen!s rhoimoy, be dealt with by proposed section 3.69
andihose Iha! will be denti\."ith under section 3.61 offhe Local Gover"men//ICJ 1995).

As currently drafted, and particularly as the Bill proposes that all distinguishing aspects of a
regional subsidiary are covered by regulation rather than in the body of the Act, the
document does not sufficiently distinguish between what is meant by a Regional Subsidiary
and whatis meant by a Regional Local Government.

It is worth investigating whether, at least in brief, some of the key characteristics that
distinguish the Regional Subsidiary model be included in the body of the Act.

For example, the Act should make it clearthat:

. a Regional Subsidiary is a body corporate;

. it is not a local government;
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. the membership of its board of management will be determined by the constituent
councils and may consist of, or include, persons who are not members of a council; and

. its reporting mechanism is back to the constituent councils.

How the oortons/nabi!^ties 911he regional $116sidia, y might impnci o17 the community/rolepoy, 87s and how the
I@tier call holdihem decoi, hidble.

It is timely to consider how the actions/liabilities of a regional subsidiary might impact on the
community/ratepayers, and how the latter can hold them accountable. In common with
existing models for local government collaboration, the proposed regional subsidiary model
has the potential to benefit the community through the joint provision of services. Potential
advantages for ratepayers are linked to aspects such as the economies of scale; the pooling
of professional and technical resources; the flexibility of this model due to its basis on an
individual Charter in each case; and the vision and expertise that external board members
can bring to decision-making.

On the other hand, thought needs to be given to potential disadvantages, such as liabilities
being incurred by member councils, and thus by the ratepayers.

The relevant legislation in South Australia (Clauses 10 and 26 of Schedule 2 of the Local
Government Act in that State) confirms that a subsidiary is not independent of its member
councils, but rather is subject to direction and controlfrom them. Furthermore, Clauses 14
and 31 of the Schedule provide that liabilities incurred or assumed by a subsidiary are
guaranteed by its member councils. Thus, councils cannot avoid financial liability or political
responsibility through the creation of a subsidiary. The proportions in which each
participating councilis to be responsible for the liabilities of a regional subsidiary in the event
of its insolvency or winding up should be specified in the Charter.

Regional subsidiaries can be held accountable in a number of ways:
First, when devising the Charter, member councils need to address specific financial matters
such as:

. whether the subsidiary is intended to be partially or fully self-funding, and other relevant
arrangements relating to costs and funding;



. any special accounting, internal auditing or financial systems or practices to be
established or observed by the subsidiary;
the acquisition or disposal of assets;
the manner in which surplus revenue is to be dealt with by the subsidiary;
the nature and scope of any investment which may be undertaken by it; and
the subsidiary's obligations to report on its operation, financial position and other relevant

o

.

.

.

Issues,

Further accountability can be ensured when preparing the Charter, by attending closely to
matters to do with the appointment of Board members, the conditions of their appointment,
and the method by which those conditions will be determined.

Periodic review of the Charter is another way in which the performance of a subsidiary can
be monitored to safeguard the interests of member councils and their communities and,
once again, arrangements relating to this need to be in the Charter.

Detailed regulations will need to be developed to expand the intent of
Section 3.69 (d) and (e) - Clause 8 of the Bill to ensure that the above safeguards are
provided to member councils and the community.

Finally, it is worth noting that, should the Bill be passed by the Parliament, the new
Integrated Planning and Reporting framework that will shortly be implemented in the local
government sector in this State will provide a stronger framework for councils to monitor and
report on the performance of associated entities and to consult their communities in that
regard.



Legislation Committee submission

. Your viewon the efficacy offegionalsubsidrao/ arrangements in South AUStra/I^.

In South Australia, the Office for State/Local Government Relations in the Department of
Planning and Local Government(OSLGR) has observed that there has been a long history
of the establishment and successful operation of separately incorporated regional
subsidiaries'in that jurisdiction

Set up under section 43 of that State's Local Government Act 1999, these entities provide
services and activities or perform a function of the councils on a regional basis, such as
waste management, health or cemeteries. Waste management is the most common
function for which they have been established.

There is also a group of regional subsidiaries that are regional local government
associations, formed to deal with local government matters of regional interest. These are
primarily engaged in regional strategic planning and coordination, and advocacy and
representation on behalf of the councils of a region. These associations may also run small
programs or facilitate some resource-sharing but, in general, they do riot raise funds from
ratepayers or provide direct services to ratepayers, employ no staff, have no fixed assets,
and no long-term liabilities. Their operations are funded by annual subscriptions from
constituent councils and grants.

When the modelworks we"

General advice received from the OSLGR is that the regional subsidiary model has worked
well when the constituent councils -

. have clear and sound collective objectives and purposes for establishing a subsidiary,
and understand the benefits, limitations and risks of the form;

. allgenuinely want and intend to cooperate;

. devise a charter forthe subsidiary that properly addresses key components, and review
and revise it as required; and

. have the capacity to competently direct and supervise the subsidiary.

^incu/ties that may occur

A general observation from OSLGR is that when operational problems with regional
subsidiaries occur from time to time that need to be dealt with quickly, it can prove
administrativeIy difficult for the constituent councils to act collectively to exercise joint
direction and control. It is understood that Departmentalintervention was recently necessary
to ensure that a subsidiary responded appropriateIy to a complaintthat a tendering process
it had engaged in was flawed (ie responded as a public body obliged to meet standards of
good public administration).

How accountability and transparency is ensured

In South Australia, the Ombudsman's jurisdiction extends to council subsidiaries. Currently,
there are also specific provisions for Ministerial investigation of a subsidiary in section 274 of
the Local Government Act 7999. This section allows the Minister to appoint an investigator
and take specified action on the basis of the investigator's report, if the council or councils



concerned do not take appropriate action. The OSLGR reports that it has not been
necessary to date to use these formal investigation provisions.

It is noted, however, that both the Ombudsman's jurisdiction and the Minister's investigation
powers are under review in South Australia as a result of the recommendations of the
Attorney General's review of Public Integrity institutions. That review is focusing on systems
for ensuring that public officials, including local government members and officers, meet
expected standards of conduct.

Other means of ensuring that accountability and transparency are maintained in relation to
regional subsidiaries in South Australia include:

. the prudentialrequirements in section 48 of the Local Government Act 1999 apply to
subsidiaries;

. the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations deal with accounting and
audit standards for subsidiaries (new regulations have been drafted and are due to be
made shortly);

. the general duties in section 62 and the conflict of interest provisions in section 74 of the
Local Government Act 7999 apply to subsidiary board members;

. subsidiary board members and officers are 'public officers' forthe purposes of criminal
offences relating to public office set out in the Criminal Law Consofidation Act, ' and

. councils' strategic management plans must make provisions forthe regular review of the
charters, activities and plans of any subsidiary of the council.

When devising the subsidiary charter, constituent councils have the flexibility to determine
that some accountability and transparency requirements that apply to councils will not apply
to the subsidiary (eg the requirement that meetings be open to the public). At the same
time, however, the constituent councils are able to stipulate any additional financial or other
reporting requirements that the subsidiary must observe in relation to the constituent
councils,

On balance, the South Australian legislation is based on the principle that subsidiaries
should be closely directed and supervised by their constituent councils. Furthermore, as the
constituent councils are liable for the activities of their subsidiaries, it is in their interests to
ensure that subsidiary charters contain appropriate checks and balances.
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BA KGROUND

The Western Australian Government is committed to strengthening the economic,
social and structural viability of local governments, so that they are better equipped
to meetthe aspirations of their communities and to participate in the State's
economic development. The Local Government Reform Program seeks to achieve
fewer but stronger local governments that are sustainable in the long term and are
more regionalIy focussed. This objective is being addressed through the twin
processes of Structural Reform and Capacity Building.

The primary focus of structural reform has been on voluntary amalgamations, in
which neighbouring local governments identify the efficiency dividends, economies of
scale and enhanced service delivery capability that can potentially result from
amalgamation, through a rigorous business planning process.

However, it is recognised that in the more remote areas of the State, local
government amalgamation is notthe preferred option, due to the particular
challenges of serving a range of differing sized communities widely dispersed over
vast distances. Remote area local governments have therefore been encouraged to
form Regional Collaborative Groups (RCGs)that would work together to identify
those functions and services that could be better delivered through a regional
approach. Funding has been provided to these groups to undertake Regional
Business Plans (RBPs). At the same time, business process improvement funding is
being provided to participating local governments, to enable them to undertake
integrated strategic planning, asset management planning and long term financial
planning.

CURRENT SITUATION

Currently in rural and remote Western Australia, five Regional Collaborative Groups
(RCGs), involving 23 individual local governments, are committed to developing
Regional Business Plans (RBPs).

Although the content of their RBPs will vary slightly in response to local
circumstances, they will allfocus on the development and delivery of common
systems and services to the Region, or to possible sub-groups.

The services and systems to be considered by the RBPs include:
. corporate services (records, financial assets and liabilities, information

technology, insurance, rating, Human Resources, payroll and workforce);
. strategic planning, including local laws, town planning, asset and financial

planning);

. environmental health, including tourism and events;

. community planning, including libraries, recreation and services for aged care
and children;

. community engagement;

. road infrastructure and transport;

Regional Local Government Entities - Discussion Paper Vf. O



. waste management; and

infrastructure planning and asset managemento

This paper focuses on the essential characteristics of the operating vehicle to take
regional collaboration forward, and seeks to address the following question:

What!^ the optimal structural arrangement forthe broader scope of activities and
reduced administration load likely to be required to deliver againstthe outcomes
of the Regional Collaborative Group Business Planning process?

DESRED HARACTERISTICSOFREGONA ODE S

Whatever the outcome of their various RBPs, the RCGs will ultimately require a
regional organisational structure, or structures, with appropriate governance
arrangements, to deliver the common systems and services that have been
identified.

3.7 Flexibi"ty
Any governance models that are adopted will have to be sufficiently flexible to
meetthe needs and streamline the operations of member local governments.
The models canvassed in this paper are described in section 4.

Further, different models may be required to suitthe differing circumstances of
the various RCGs. Similarly, within one RCG, more than one model may be
needed to accommodate differing purposes within that grouping. For example,
a large-scale and expensive service to residents may best be delivered by a
regional local government, whilst a different vehicle could prove useful in
relation to back-room administrative systems.

Flexibility may also be required in relation to expanding and contracting the
purposes of the entity, so that the model can respond quickly to changing
regional circumstances.

Some of the systems and services listed above could be delivered on a regional
basis through utilising partnership agreements, Such partnerships could be
amongstthe participating local governments themselves, or between them and
private or nori government organisations.

Commercial activities could possibly be accommodated through the creation of
a local government enterprise or a regional subsidiary corporation, although this
would require legislative change.

The delivery of services involving back room processes, machinery and labour
could lend itselfto the Incorporated Association model, so long as member
local governments acceptthe statutory requirement that the profits would have
to be rolled back into the purposes of the Association.

Regional Local Government Entities- Discussion Paper Vi. O



3.2 Accountsbil, tyandGovernance
The need for flexibility, however, will need to be balanced by the need for
accountability, both to ratepayers and to the State Government.

Accountability brings with it issues of compliance. However, compliance need
riot be burdensome, iftargeted to specific functions.

If an 'arm's length' entity is adopted in the longer term, its purpose,
membership, powers, and financing arrangements would have to be carefully
spelt out, either through a Statement of Intent or Charter. Transparent
processes would need to be putin place forthe appointment of board
members, (both councillors and external appointments), and individual
accountability would need to be maintained through appropriate mechanisms,
such as codes of conduct.

Transparency of decision-making would need to be ensured, including the
extent of oversight by, and reporting to, participant councils.

There would also need to be adequate protection forthe expenditure of public
money, and Ministerial approval may be required for significant business
operations. Further, to protect community interests, there may need to be
limitations on borrowing, and questions regarding the continued community
ownership of assets would have to be addressed.

Finally, whatever modelor models are adopted, a regulatory framework would
need to apply, if riotthe Local Government Act 1995 and its regulations, then
the Associations Incorporation Act, the Companies Act, or another form of
regulation.

4. POSSIBLE MODELS

4.7 Partnershipagreements

4.1. , Regulatory framework
The general function provision of the Act gives local governments the
scope and autonomy to form partnerships with each other, with riotfor
profit organisations, other government agencies or with private
companies.

4.1.2 Purpose and characteristics

Partnerships are frequently used for improved, or cost-effective, provision
of services, systems, or planning by one local government for others, or
forthe sharing of employees amongstlocalgovemments.

As this option is part of the existing model no legislative change would be
required.
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4.1.3 Flexibility
A partnership agreement can be created for a range of specific purposes.

4.1.4 Accountability and governance
Accountability and governance rest with the councils concerned and these
arrangements need to be specified in the partnership agreement,

4.1.5 Examples of usage
Shenton Park lntegrated Transport Plan
The purpose of this partnership, formed by the Town of Glaremont, Cities
of Nedlands and Subiaco, the then Department of Planning and
Infrastructure and Main Roads WA, was to develop, implement and jointly
fund a comprehensive transport improvement strategy.

Kimber/eyFire Management Review
Through this partnership between the Kiinberley Zone Councils, the Shire
ofWyndham-East Kiinberley carried out a Fire Management Review,
focusing on responsibilities and resources across the member councils.

Accounting/Financial Services Agreement
Through this partnership between the City of Canning and Wiluna Shire,
the City provides the Shire with financial management services on a
contract basis. The City has similar partnership agreements with the
Shires of Chinering and Ngaanyatjarraku.

4.2 Incorporated associations

4.2. I Regulatory framework
Under the Act and regulations, a local government may form, ortake part
in forming, an association incorporated under the Associations
Incorporation Act 7987 and may do things forthe purpose of the
incorporation of the association under that Act.

4.2.2 Purposeand characteristics

Incorporated associations are generally used by groups of local
governments for collaborative promotion of broad goals, such as
economic development, tourism and environmental management across a
region; and to attractinvestmentthrough advocacy with State and
Commonwealth agencies and the commercial sector. Incorporated
Associations can, however, conduct service activities subjectto the
conditions mentioned below.

Key Features:

. Existing model- no legislative change required.

. Is a legal entity under the Associations Incorporation Act 1987.

. Can open and operate bank accounts; hold, dealwith, and dispose
of property in its own name.
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. Can invest and borrow money and give securities.

Committee of Management can include external(non-councillor)
members.

.

4.2.3 Flexibility

These corporations can be used for a range of purposes, provided they
comply with the objects of the Association's constitution. There are
arrangements within the relevantlegislation for amending the objects of
the Association, should this become necessary to accommodate the
evolving needs of participants. Profits cannot be distributed back to
member local governments but are channelled back to fulfilling those
objects. Employees are riot'local government employees' or 'authorised
persons' for statutory, workers compensation and insurance purposes.
However, this constraint can be overcome through the seconding of local
government staff to the Association.

4.2.4 Accountability and governance
An Incorporated Association must conform to its constitutional'object'.
The Committee is not only the governing body of the Association, but also
has the power to manage its affairs. Reporting and accountability
requirements are relatively modest, including disclosure offinaricial
interests by members, holding an annual general meeting, and
requirements regarding accounting and other records. Additional
accountability requirements can be included in the relevant constitution if
required by the members.

Accountability rests with the Incorporated Association and with member
local governments to the extent defined in its constitution.

4.2.5 Examples of usage

Warren-Blackwood StrategicAllianoe (Inc) - The objects of this body were
to representthe businesses and community of the Region in its broadest
sense and promote its economic, tourist, retail, cultural and environmental
development.

South West CorridorDevelopmentFoundation (Inc) - The Foundation's
objects were to facilitate and promote the development of the region and
adjacent areas through enhancing and promoting the region's
attractiveness for industry and enterprise;its lifestyle, natural attractions;
and promote the development of skills and expertise within and forthe
region.

PeelEconomio Development Unitlnc (PEDU) - This Incorporated
Association served as the peak partnership body for Peel economic
development. Members included the Peel Development Commission, all5
of the region's local governments, the Peel CGI and Small Business
Centre. It has attracted and used funding for projects such as the
Commonwealth Government's Broadband Broker project.
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4.3 Regional Local Governments

4.3. , Regulatory framework
The Act allows two or more local governments, with the Minister's
approval, to establish a regional local government to do things forthe
participants for any purpose permitted for local governments under the
Act, or any other Act. A regional local government operates under an
'establishment agreement', which both in its original and any amended
form, requires the agreement of all participants and the Minister. As it has
the status of a local government, its employees are 'local government
employees' in relation to statutory powers, insurance, employment
conditions and so on.

4.3.2 Purpose and characteristics

Most regional local governments have one broad regional purpose,
usually a function such as waste management. Others have branched into
activities such as safety/risk management training, environmental
assessment, regional planning and development, and tourism.

Key Features:

. Existing model- no legislative change required.

o Is a body corporate, with same powers as a local government, but
scope and specific 'regional purpose' are clearly identified in its
Establishment Agreement.

. Can open and operate bank accounts, hold, dealwith and dispose
of property in its own name, (subject to the Business Plan
requirements of the Act for major land ortrading transactions).

. Can invest and borrow money and give securities againstthe
financial contributions of its participants and any untied Government
grants, providing its Establishment Agreement allows. (s 6.21 of the
Act refers).

. Governing body consists of elected members from participant
councils only. There are no external members, but regional council
can contract external expertise.

. Can make local laws for regulating land, eg waste disposal sites.

4.3.3 Flexibility
Its purpose is set outin its establishment agreement but can only be
added to, or changed, with the agreement of all members and of the
Minister. In undertaking its purposes, it has all of the powers of a local
government.

4.3.4 Accountability and governance
The Regional Council consists of elected members from participating local
governments. It is generally subject to allthe constraints, responsibilities
and requirements that apply to a local government, although the level of
compliance forthese local governments is somewhatreduced. The Act
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does allow for regulations to be made to reduce further the compliance
requirements of regional local governments, Regional local governments
are also subject to the provisions of other relevantlegislation that apply to
local governments.

Accountability rests with the council of the regional local government.

4.3.5 Examples of usage
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council- waste management, training and
assessment, economic development and tourism.

Pilbara Regional Council- supporting regional local governments by
facilitating productivity improvements to benefitthe people of the Pilbara,
and to provide secretariat services to the WALGA Pilbara Zone.

Murchison Regional Vermin Council- single purpose - rehabilitation and
maintenance of the Number One Vermin Fence.

4.4 Local Government Enterprises

4.4. , Regulatory Framework
Adoption of this concept in Western Australia would require amendment to
the legislation to accommodate the creation of 'arm's length'local
government enterprises (LGEs)to undertake general commercial activities
including property development. Proponents envisage that local
governments would use this vehicle to generate income, and broaden and
diversify their sources of revenue through greater involvement in property
ownership and development, or other commercial enterprises beyond their
traditional'core' functions. The essential aim of this conceptis to leverage
council ownership of land and private investment to achieve community
outcomes.

his rioted that local governments can engage in commercial enterprises
under the existing legislation. However, in doing so, they are subject to the
Business Plan requirements for majortrading undertakings and majorland
transactions, and to other provisions of the Act relating to the borrowing of
funds and the inability to mortgage assets.

4.4.2 Purpose and characteristics
Some larger local governments would like to use this model to make
better use of their assets, including land holdings, for example through
multipurpose residential, commercial and community developments near
rail stations or other transport nodes. They also see it as a possible
mechanism forthe regeneration of established older urban areas, where
the project scale is inappropriate for commercial companies or State
agencies. In rural and regional areas, advocates believe it would have
applicability for local governments wishing to engage in non-traditional
economic activities to help them diversify their income (eg the
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manufacture and sale of transportable houses; orthe provision of
affordable housing).

Key Features:

o Legislative change would be necessary. This can riot be achieved
withoutthe support of key stakeholders, including the commercial
sector.

. Before contemplating any such legislative change, the State
Government would have to be satisfied that local governments
already have in place the necessary rigorous integrated strategic,
community and asset management planning frameworks to deal
successfully with a local government enterprise.

. Even ifit does become available, this modelis likely to be limited to
those local governments with demonstrable capability.

. Overthe long term, the proposed Local Government Performance
Measurement Framework will enable identification of those local

governments that are performing at the level of maturity required to
accommodate the LGE option.

. An LGE would be a body corporate, able to undertake any
commercial activity as defined under the 'enterprise powers' that
would be added to the Act.

. It could open and operate bank accounts, hold, dealwith and
dispose of property in its own name, (the Business Plan
requirements of the Act for major land ortrading transactions would
not apply for each activity, although a Business Plan would be
required in advance of the establishment of the LGE).

. It could invest and borrow money, give securities againstthe
financial contributions of its participants, and mortgage particular
local government assets that would be defined as 'non-significant'
under the Act.

. Its governing body (Board of Directors) would include external
members, appointed on grounds of expertise, as well as qualified
representatives from participating local governments.

4.4.3 Flexibility
Proponents assert that the proposed changes to ss3-58-3.60 and s6.21 of
the Act would allow local governments to respond more quickly and
flexibly to changing economic circumstances. They also argue that the
capacity to leverage specified local government assets would broaden
local governments' scope to achieve community outcomes.

4.4.4 Accountability and governance
The LGE Board of Directors would include qualified external members, as
well as qualified representatives from participating local governments.
Accountability would be to all shareholders, including local government
shareholders. In addition, appropriate governance arrangements would
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need to be put in place to ensure accountability and minimise risk. For
example, in the case of market failure, a council's financial liability would
need to be limited to the amount of funds or assets, such as land, that it
had contributed to the enterprise.

The Department is currently engaged in discussions with WALGA, LGMA
and other stakeholders to determine whatthose arrangements might be.

4.4.5 Examples of usage
Manukau Properties Limited, a Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO) set
up by ManuKau City Councilin New Zealand to develop the Flat Bush
Town Centre. The Town Centre, a large, new urban development, is a
mix of commercial, retail, residential and community facilities, and is
intended to accommodate 40,000 people by 2020.

IPswich CityPropeiti^s Pty Ltd, a company wholly owned by IPswich City
Council in Queensland, is engaged in purchasing land and redeveloping
the City's central business district.

4.5 Regional Subsidiary Model

4.5. I Regulatory Framework
The regional subsidiary model, as provided for under the South Australian
legislation, allows two or more local governments to establish a regional
subsidiary to perform a variety of roles. Such a conceptin Western
Australia would require amendments to the legislation.

4.5.2 Purpose and characteristics
The South Australian Local Government Act 1999 does riot provide forthe
formal establishment of Regional Local Governments in the same way that
the Western Australian Act does, nor does it accommodate local
government involvement in Incorporated Associations.

Thus, the most common purpose for which regional subsidiaries have
been established in South Australia is waste management. The model has
also been used forthe establishment of regional local government
associations, which deal with matters of regional interest, such as regional
strategic planning and coordination, and advocacy and representation on
behalf of the councils of a region. These entities may also run small
programs or facilitate some resource-sharing, but in general, they do riot
raise funds from ratepayers or provide direct services to ratepayers,
employ no staff, have no fixed assets, and no long-term liabilities. The
operations of regional subsidiaries are funded by annual subscriptions
from constituent councils and grants,
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Key Features:

. Legislative change would be necessary, requiring amendments to
the Local Government Actf995.

. A regional subsidiary is a body corporate, and can hold properly on
behalf of the participants.

. Its Board of Management may include persons who are not elected
members of a council.

. A regional subsidiary can acquire, deal with and dispose of
property.

. It can invest funds, subject to the South Australian legislation's
provisions, and can borrow money, subject to approval by an
absolute majority of constituent councils.

4.5.3 Flexibility

Established under a Charter, a regional subsidiary has the powers and
functions assigned by the Charter. !t may undertake a range of
commercial activities as provided for in the individual Charter. Where
operational problems have occurred, constituent councils have sometimes
found it administrative Iy difficult to act collectively to exercise joint direction
and control. Their Charters may be amended by unanimous resolution of
participating councils. New members and withdrawals also require the
approval of the Minister.

4.5.4 Accountability and governance
A regional subsidiary is closely directed and supervised by, and is
accountable to, its constituent councils, which are ultimately liable for its
activities.

Some specified accountability and transparency requirements normally
met by councils need not apply to the subsidiary (eg the requirement that
meetings be open to the public) and these will be identified in the Charter.
Nonetheless, a range of prudential requirements, accounting and audit
standards, conflict of interest provisions and external review mechanisms
(eg FOl, Ombudsman, Ministerial investigation) that apply to local
governments in South Australia also apply to subsidiaries.

The proportions in which the constituent councils are responsible forthe
liabilities of a regional subsidiary in the event of its insolvency or winding
up are specified in the Charter.

4.5.5 Examples of usage
Gawler RiverFloodplain Management Authority- membership 6 councils
- coordinates and raises finance to develop, manage, operate and
maintain mitigation works within the Floodp!ain.
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Southern andHills Local Government Association - membership 8
councils - identifies and manages resources within the region forthe
betterment of the community; advocates and Iiaises with State and
Commonwealth Government to enhance the region; and promotes
regional economic advancement. This may include 'undertaking,
establishing, acquiring, conducting or disposing of any business,
enterprise or venture which it deems desirable or convenient'.

4.6 Voluntary Regional Organisation of Councils(VROC)

This modelis typically an informal body that has no legal status. Whilst it has
been used for broad regional planning and coordination purposes, it is riot
considered sufficiently robust to accommodate the broad range of collaborative
service delivery arrangements that are likely to be required in the future and are
the focus of this discussion. Forthatreason, the VROC model has riot been
addressed in this paper.

5. CONCLUS ON

Local governments participating in regional collaboration will need the flexibility to
operate in a manner that suits their needs and streamlines operations. At the same
time, the State Government will require appropriate accountability mechanisms to
safeguard community interests. Identifying and describing these characteristics will
enable evaluation and refinement of existing models to design an operating vehicle
with an appropriate balance offundionalflexibility and accountability.

A summary in table form, showing the various models, their purposes and
applicability, is at Attachment I.

To assist the Department in understanding needs and requirements for regional
operations and to develop appropriate policy mechanisms, comments are invited
from RCG members by 30 June 2011 on which regional entities they believe are
likely to prove applicable forthe delivery of the common systems and services that
will be identified in their Regional Business Plans.

Although the consultation period forthis version of this Discussion Paper is set to
conclude on 30 June 2011, any further feedback received beyond that date on the
issues raised in this paper will also be welcome.

Comments or queries should be directed to Weridy Murray, Executive Director,
StrategicPolicyand Local Government Reform, emailwend inur a dl wa ovau
ortelephone 9217 1630.
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6. ATTACHMENT I: FUNCTIONALCHARACTERISTICS OF REGIONALMODE S

PURPOSE/FUNCTION

Waste Management

DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS OF

MODEL To MEET THIS PURPOSE

Corporate 'backroom'
services (records;IT;
HR; payroll; etc)

Should have statutory powers of a local
government;

Should be a 'body corporate';
Be able to open and operate bank
accounts;

Be able to buy and sellland;
Be able to invest funds/borrow money.

Technical/professional expertise to
deliver the services, or capacity to
contract with a partner with the required
expertise

Broad planning
(strategic, financial,
infrastructure,
community, town, and
asset management
planning); and
development of local
laws

Delivery of community Technical/professional expertiseto
services (eg libraries; deliver these services, orcapacityto
recreation; aged care contractwith a partner with the required
and children's services) expertise. Opportunity forextemal

membership on governing body could be
beneficial.

POTENTIALLY

SUITABLE

MODELIS

Regional Local
Government

Technical/professional expertise to
undertake these tasks, or capacity to
contract with a partner with the required
expertise

APPLICABILITY
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Partnership;
or

Regional Local
Government

RegionalLG modelhas the necessary
characteristics, preferably with reduced, 'targeted'
compliance.

Can invest, borrow money and give securities, but
only againstthe financial contributions of its
participants and any untied Government grants.

or

Incorporated
Association

Regional local
government
or

Incorporated
Association

Local Governments havethe scope and autonomy
to form partnerships forthis purpose. A Regional
LG could perform these functions, ifincluded in its
Establishment Agreement. An Incorporated
Association (accommodated in LG Act) could also
meetthese purposes, subject to its constitution.

or

Partnership

Incorporated
Association

Both the Regional LG and Incorporated
Association models could fulm these roles, if
included in the Establishment Agreement or
constitution respectively.

or

Regional Local
Government

or

Partnership

Partnerships would also be suitable.

Incorporated Associations, which can have
external membership, have been used for aged
care service delivery, and could meet other
purposes if included in their constitution. Regional
LG model would also be suitable, as any required
external expertise could be 'seconded in'.
Partnerships amongstlocal governments or with
private providers could also be used.



ATTACHMENT I: FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF REGIONAL MODELS Continued.

PURPOSEIFUNCTION

Asset management

DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS OF

MODEL To MEET THIS PURPOSE

Technical/professional expertise toDelivery of local
government services to deliver the services, or capacity to

contract with a partner with the requiredIndigenous
expertise.communities

Technical/professional expertise to
deliver these services, or capacity to
contract with a partner with the required
expertise.

Non-traditional

economic activity, eg
manufacture and sale

of transportable
housing; provision of
affordable housing;
mixed-use property
development

POTENTIALLY

SUITABLE

MODELIS

Regional local
government
or

Incorporated
Association

or

Partnership

Regional subsidiary
or

Regional Local
Government

or

Partnership

Local Government

Enterprise (LGE); or
Regional Subsidiary;
orlncorporated
Association; or
partnership.

Should be a legal entity, with some
external memberships; be able to open
and operate bank accounts; buy and sell
land; and invest and borrow funds.

APPLICABILITY
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Regional LG model, preferably with reduced,
'targeted' compliance, could focus on asset
management if covered in its Establishment
Agreement. The Incorporated Association model
could also be used forthis purpose, or
alternatively a partnership, either with other local
governments, or with a private provider.

Either a regional subsidiary model(which would
require legislative change); or a Regional Local
Government; or a partnership could be used for
the delivery of services by an Indigenous
organisation.

The LGE & Regional Subsidiary models would
both require legislative change. Incorporated
Association could be used, ifthese purposes are
included in its constitution and provided any profits
are rechannelled to meetits agreed purposes.
Partnerships could also be used.



- NOTES -
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